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Do you want to shift your company into 

power drive? Redefine your corporate 

culture? Then shift with Pulse to reach the 

desired behaviors to succeed. Work fluidly 

between departments, communicate ideas 

more effectively, and focus to move your 

projects forward. Evolve your work and your 

surroundings to the next level with Pulse.

pulse



nice added touch with wall mount shelving 

tool rail puts the little things right where you need them

bench height sit-and-store to maximize space
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feel good about your surroundings and your work without spending an arm and a leg.
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perfect fit

Pulse offers the perfect space planning 

experience. A modular interface allows you to 

custom fit the right furniture for your space. 

Easily wrap a room for multiple work areas 

and keep a light and airy footprint. Use Pulse's 

modularity and vast color palette to brand 

your company's culture or highlight individual 

departments. Plan easier and influence work 

better with Pulse.
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mix it, match it and wrap it for focused energy.



a better work day

Created to give you the perfect working environment for the task, Pulse offers a height adjustable desk 

which allows users to transition from seated heads down work to a standing meeting spot for collaboration 

with ease. Promoting a healthier workplace, users are able to readily change positions which allows for 

more productivity. For fresh offices that work for you, choose Pulse from First Office.

en2
English Walnut

st2
Steel Grey Oak

mc2
Mocha Cherry

qe2
Quartered Espresso

vm2
Vintage Mahogany

lm2
Light Maple

pw2
Quartered Maple

mh2
Honey Maple

lc2
Light Cherry

nw2
Natural Walnut

tfl wood grain finishes

sg2
Slate Grey

sh2
Shadow

wl2
Wallaby

pn2
Platinum

kh2
Khaki Brown

fw2
Frosty White

bl2
Black

tfl colors

edge options

pull options

ey
Square

bb
Grip Black

bc
Grip Satin Nickel

ew
Bead

vj
Era Black

vk
Era Satin Nickel

vg
Forte Black

vh
Forte Satin Nickel

ex
Flair

bd
Axis Black

be
Axis Satin Nickel

bf
Empire Black

bg
Empire Satin Nickel

bh
Icon Black

bj
Icon Satin Nickel
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gr2
Grey
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